Little Wings and Rainbow Curriculum Overview
Year 1 – 2018 - 2019

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Proposed trips/events for term:
Fire engine and Police visit
Therapy pets
Stay and play (17th October)
Cinema Trip (12th December)

Proposed trips/events for term:
Science dome – Under the Sea (26th
February)
Racing junk model vehicles
Stay and Play (13th February)

Proposed trips/events for term:
Owl handling £200 pm 1-2pm (30th April)
Stay and Play (22nd May)
TVAP (17th July)

Me and My World (Autumn 1)

Transport (Spring 1)

Up in the Sky (Summer 1)

-

-

Starry night – art, DT, sensory (light boxes)
Light and dark
Sun, moon, Earth (planets if appropriate)
Stars – shooting stars
Birds
Making rockets

Suggested texts:
The Train Ride
Peppa Pig
Non-fiction books on transport

Suggested texts:
Whatever next
The Owl who was afraid of the dark
Owl Babies
On my way home

People who help us (Autumn 2)

Under the sea (Spring 2)

I can see a rainbow (Summer 2)

-

People who help us in school
Family and friends
Emergency services, dentist, doctor, vet,
chef, train drivers, shopkeepers, pilots

Suggested texts:
Topsy and Tim
Busy People books

-

-

Trains, cars, boats, aeroplanes
Wheels, tracks, ramps, bridges, speed –
construction, shapes
Things that go on water, road, air
Making junk model vehicles

-

Me and my family (family tree)
Who lives in my house
Where do we visit
Where are my family from (countries in the
world)
Traditions my family have and we how we
celebrate special occasions (birthdays,
religious observance)
Suggested texts:
Handa’s surprise
Little Red Hen
Stories from other cultures

Sea creatures – extending animal
knowledge
Water play
Colours – coral, fish
Sounds from under the sea – whale song
etc.
Suggested texts:
Rainbow Fish
Little Mermaid
Sharing a Shell

-

Weather
Seasons
Dressing for different types of weather
Designing outfits for teddy – weather
appropriate

Suggested texts:
Maisy’s Wonderful Weather book
Elmer’s weather
Rain
Weather – Mick Inkpen

Little Wings and Rainbow Curriculum Overview
Year 2 – 2019 - 2020

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Proposed trips/events for term:
Food tasting day – food from other cultures

Proposed trips/events for term:
Trip to a local farm/visit from a farm
Growing sunflowers

Proposed trips/events for term:
Circus skills workshop

Ourselves/my body (Autumn 1)

Down on the Farm (Spring 1)

The Circus is coming to Town (Summer 1)

-

Recognising themselves
Recognising their classmates
Recognising adults (getting to know their
key person/building relationships)
Exploring likes and dislikes
Parts of their face
Parts of their body
Comfort Cards

-

Farm animal knowledge
Animals and their babies
Animals and their homes
Feeding animals
Role play with farmers and farm animals

-

Exploring Colours – mixing/using colours
People at the circus
Sports – PEGs scheme
Exploring how objects move (balls rolling)
and how we move. Throwing/catching

Suggested texts:
To be confirmed

Suggested texts:
To be confirmed

Suggested texts:
To be confirmed

Food from around the world (Autumn 2)

Plants and Growing theme (Spring 2)

Holiday (Summer 2)

-

Harvest
Celebrations/festivals involving food –
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Diwali, Hanukah
Where does our food come from?
Cooking
Tasting food from around the world
Food groups

Suggested texts:
To be confirmed

-

Growing plants
Gardening
What do plants need to grow?
Cress heads
Tasting different food (fruit and
vegetables)

Suggested texts:
To be confirmed

-

Role play – travel agents, going on a plane
Where have you been on holiday? (Around
the world, in England)
Packing for a holiday
Holiday transport
Passports
Activities to do in the holidays (camping,
going to the beach, seeing family)
Suggested texts:
To be confirmed

